July 21, 2018

Office of the Chief Information Officer

TO: Deputy Associate Administrator, Mission Support Directorate

FROM: Chief Information Officer

SUBJECT: Waiver Request for NASA Interim Directive (NID) 1417.102, Paperwork Reduction Act Compliance Program

The Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) requests a waiver from NPR 1400.1 for NID 1417.102 to extend the expiration date of the NID. This extension will ensure the NID remains effective until we have further clarification from the Administration on the requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act. I request your concurrence to extend NID 1417.102, NASA Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) Compliance Program, to July 21, 2019.

In light of the current reform activities in the federal government and recent statements by Administration officials regarding the outdated nature of PRA, I believe it is prudent to take a strategic pause in the PRA NASA Policy Directive (NPD) approval process while we better understand how these shifts may affect PRA guidance. Once we receive clarification, we can put the approval process for the NPD back in motion.

Thank you.

Renee P. Wynn

Approved by

Effective Date: July 21, 2018

Daniel J. Tenney